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Abstract A simulaticn-based multiple user class daily stochastic assignment models and its
solution algorithm is dev*irped. The developed model can depict the driver's day-to-day route
choice behavior according io several traffic information. Driver's route choice mechanism is
based on the past experienc.: of the road traffic conditions that they took on previous days. A
numerical exarnptrc is 1:earted to illustraie the application and assessment of the developed
model. The results of this paper show that the effect of provision of traffic information exists
under the conditioli cf ir:;rrol:ii,;rce with information and the variance of travel time perception.
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l.INTRODUCTIOIq

Higher vehicle ownership and usage have led to heavy traffic congestion on urban road
network. The traffic management schemes in order to reduce the urban congestion and to
make best use of available road capacity are recently introduced. Some of them are traffic
demand management, nehrcrk operation and provision of information. The usage of real-time
traffic information systems qrithin the framewort of Intelligent Transportation Syslem (ITS),
in particular, has become a powerful tool as a possible solution to the ever-gowing
congestion problem on urtrari r:rea. TrafEc idormation also enables driver to avoid the'traffrc
accident area and to reduce i,he congestiox tl, sonne extent.

U6an traffic managemeat cansists of an interaction between the traffic manager and the
individual drivers. They have somewhat different traffic behaviors and may punue different
objectives respectively. lVtrile the traffrc nnanager represents the community interests and
pursues its goal, the driver seeks only his own benefit. Given demands for travel in an urban
area and a fixed supply citlansportation facilities, tbe trafEcrnanager must consider a variety
of management strategies to induce a traffic flow pattem that will meet the overall objectives
of the conornunity. 'Ihe manager's criteria for evaluating his actions may include public
interest measui?s of per{omralce such as travel time, energy consumption, noise and pollutant
emissions, etc. Cir iL:e other hand, the ir:dividual driver is assumed to selfishly strive to
minimize only his s1ry3 lrer.'et ccsts, subject to the constraints imposed by the physical system
supply, the manager's ini.,;ivcniag actions a::C the interactions resultiqg from other drivers,
decisions. Thus the trafirt, :nailagement probiem can be set as system-optimization for flows
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that result from user-optimization. This leads to a traffic assignment model capable of
simulating traffic measures of traffic manager and behaviors of drivers.

In order to implement the strategies of ITS, it is needed to predict the temporal evolution of
traffic pattern on a congested transportation network where travel demands and travel cost

vary over time and space. In urban area dynamic model is mainly considered as one, which

describes how commuters adjust their travel decisions concerning route and departure time.

lvloreover to model the impact of ITS' information provision, it is necessary to develop

multiple user class model considering of the fact that there are different classes of users in the

transportation network and that they respond differently to traffic information'

The objective of this paper is to develop a multiple user class daily stochastic assignment

model an ! i.o assess the effect of the traffic information according to the various information
providing strategies with the model. For this purpose, multi-class stochastic model is
developed to reflect the behaviors of drivers who have different perception error and different
route choice behavior each other. Driver's route choice mechanisms are based on the past

experience of the road traffic condition, which they took on previous days. Some information
provision strategies are also developed in order to use the systems effectively. This paper,

which extends from static single user class assignment to multiple one, shows the results of
the applications of the model with information to an example network.

2. EXISTING STUDIES

One of the basic assumptions in conventional traffic assignment approaches is that the drivers'
attributes are identical, or they do not different from among others. However, this assumption

is not realistic in urban traffic conditions. There exist differences or perception errors among

drivers. Stochastic approaches of traffic assignment include the variability in driver's
perceptions of costs and seek to minimize disutility. In stochastic eguilibrium models, costs

perceived by drivers are considered different from actual costs. The perceived cost is modeled

as a random variable. Several approaches have been proposed to formulate and to solve the

stochastic assignment (see Sheffi, 1985). But simulation-based and proportion-based methods

are relatively widespread accepted.
There are also two kinds of stochastic models: a non-equilibrium based stochastic and an

equilibrium based stochastic assignment models. In the first case a short-run spread of routes

between two points are produced without learning process whilst in the second case, a long-
run spread of routes with learning process. Both models reflect on variability in the perceived

routes cost. In particular, the second case is called stochastic user equilibrium. The stochastic

user equilibrium (SUE) model seeks an equilibrium condition where: Each user attempts to

choose his/her route with the minimum 'perceived' travel cost through day-to-day learning
process; in other words, under SUE condition no user has a route with lower 'perceived' costs

and therefore all the users stay with their current routes. By using these stochastic user

equilibrium assignment models we could assess the effect of traffic information provided Ir

traffic manager.
Breheret et al. (1990) used the heuristic dynamic assignment model. Thc;' r. unred unguided

drivers to follow an approximate stochastic user equilibriuir:'aSr'C Jil Llrcvailing coiijiiions,
whilst guided drivers follow user optimum routes based on curre nt condititx^s. They reported

that total travel time decrease until proportions of guided drivcrs is 209/o and the benefits of
guided drivers is greater than one of unguided. Smith and Russam (1989) also reported

average joumey time saving of 6-7Vo for guided, which actually decreased with an increase in
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take up and unguided is also benefited with travel time reductions of.up to 3vo.
Koutsopoulos and lotan (1989) assumed that route guidance would reduce the perception
errors in link travel time estimates, so that their model consists of a SUE assignmint oi n o
classes with different variances in the normal distribution in perceived link costs. An increase
in the quality of information resulted in a reduction in percepiion enors by guided drivers, and
therefore in a reduction in their travel times.
Vuren and Watling (1991) assumed the unguided user were expected to follow a SUE, whilst
equipped drivers were guided via UE (Uier Equilibrium) or SO (System Oprimal) routes.
They reported that So routing benefited the unguided driu.r, - ut itr. expense oi guided
drivers - at the levels of takg up. However, equipped drivers stated benefiting too whei their
numbers increased: at the highest levels of take up (higher than 5o-7}Vo)the-results revealed
how guided drivers under SO routing might benefii 

"ue, 
mor" than that oi the unguided ones.

Recently Baek et al. (1997) 
_and !-im et al. (1997) suggested a multiple user clals day-ro-day

stochastic assignment model and it solution algorithm in order to ieflect the drivei,s daily
route choice behavior regarding traffic information. A numerical example is also presented to
illustrate the applications and the assessment of the model.
In conjunction with traffic information, Ta-Yin Hu et al (lgg7) have simulated daily traffic
evolution under real-time inforlnation and reactive signal'control. They described a day-to-
day dynamic simulation-assignment framework to st-udy the interaction among individual
decisions, traffic control strategies and network flow patterns under real-time inforrration
systems.
on the other hand, Ben-Akiva et al. (1991) showed some adverse effects of traffic
information. They explained that if drivers would respond to providing inforrnation too
sensitively, potential adverse impacts could occur. Thui infonnation -ay lead to increase
travel time and to worsen road network.

The results of previous researches above are obviously rather ambiguous. Hypotheses about
the route choice and the interactions between the guided and the ungiiA"a might influence the
outcomos. Often the models have, however, used heuristic apprnuci-"s ana tnJy are only valid
under rather strong assumPtions. In spite of that, this is noiio belittle the importance of all
these models' results: it merely showJ the current problems in understanding anO anticipating
the expected behavior of future route guidance systems.

3. STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL

The developed model in this paper consists of trvo models that are multi-class daily stochastic
assignment model and traffic management model for optimal routing. The multip[ user class
daily stochastic model describes the traffic flow on the road network and drivers, behavior in
detail' The traffic management model is setting traffic inforrration for certain control purpose.
In the paper some traffic management strategiis can be considered regarding information and
then tested in a contrived network. The multi-class daily stochastlc model evaluates the
effects of these information schemes. These two routines caiculate interactively until mutually
consistent traffic flows are obtained.
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Figure 1. Basic framework of the model

3.1 Multiple user class daily stochastic assipment model

Multiple user classes (MUC) has more than one class of user, where class may be defined on

the basis of vehicle type, diiver's cost functions, the sections of the network available, etc'

Multi-Class model is reiuired to take differences among drivers or among vehicles into

account. To capture the behavioral differences of variouJ types of travelers in information

lathering and compliance with traffic information, traffic model should incorporate these

factors by classifling drivers into different types'

Each class of user is assumed to choose a *ini*um cost route in accordance with his own

definition of cost. MUC would also allow an approximation to the effects of traffic

information within Intelligent Transport System. Cuiaea class can be assumed to have perfect

knowledge of network 
"oiditionr, 

thus the guided class is assumed to follow user-equilibrium

(UE) behaviors. But unguided ctass group tras uncertainty of network states, so this group is

assumed to follow stoc-hastic user-eluiliLrium (SUE) principle. We gray also classiff rhe

group by the degree of guidance. In this research to tak; account of MUC, we divide travelers

i-nto inrle group, Uy using a parameter of 0 which is the variance of guidance *lth 
.th:

specific val-ues.bne-cl.r. ii tt. guided and the others unguided, these three classes are loaded

on network one bY one.

Stochastic user equilibrium is more general statement of equilibrium than that of the user

equilibrium condiiions. In other wordi the UE conditions are a particuliu case of SUE; when

the variance of travel time perception is zero, the SUE conditions are identical to the UE

conditions. SUE models look iarticularly attractive in terms of the theory' There are'

however, operational 
",,6 

practicat difficulties in applying !hem-' !e- difficulty of the model

lies in the convergenc€ properties for its conventional solution algorithm based on the convex

combination method. tir" i"ason is twofold. First, the determination of the descent direction

r*quires, at every iteration, a stochastic network loading. In this step, the link flows-are

approximately esiimated using the law of large numbers rather than computed accurately' The

s".ond difficulty with the apitication of a standard descent atgorithm to the minimization of

the SUE model is that the move size cannot be optimized since the objective function itself is

difficult to calculate. To avoid these difficulties, iterative Monte Carlo simulation and Method

of Successive Are.age if't{Sel are used widely to solve the stochastic user equilibrium

problem. MSA is u"s"a on a predetermined.move size along the descent direction' In other

words, optimal move size is ietermined prior instead of attaining it from minimizing the

objective function.
On the other hand, conventional route-choice models are divided into multi-nominal logit-
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based model and probirbased. In this paper probit model (Burrell's method), which assume
that the random error of each utility is normally distributed, is used. And the computation of
the probit choice probabilities used in here is a Monte carlo simulation procedure.

The day+o-day stochastic assignment requires a modeling of users' dynamic adjustrnent
behavior, of users'learning and forecasting mechanism, and of users'reactions according to
the traffic information. Driver behaviors are varied with the travel cost, which is consisted of
mean link travel time and variation, which come from drivers'perception errors. In this paper
driver's dynamic route choice rules are based on the experienced travel time and tne preOicted
travel time come from information provision strategies. I ink travel time'function is developed
as follows:

r:U) = (1-6)r;(/") +0si(/,) (t)
Where ff(/")isthetotaltravelcostonliok 4 atday w,comprisingof actualtravelcost

ti(f.\ and predicted cost, si(/,). /" is the flow of link a ar,d 6 is a parameter
reflecting driver's behavior. Sensitivity of drivers' following to the routing inforrration is

tested with the incremental increase of the value of 6 . t:(f") is BpR (Bureau of public

Roads) function as shown in equation (2) and s:(f.) is the function of traffic flow in
equation (3) and equation(4).

t: ( f ,) = ti"tt + o.r4[z1' 1
co

s;(.f. ) -F,ti U) + grti'(f.) + p,q-2 (f .)
3

)p, -r
i--l

where, ti, c, are free flow travel time and capacity on link a at day w, predicted link
travel cost s:(f .) is calculated by the moving average method of current and previdus link
travel times with weighting factor p, , i -\2$.

3.2 Traffic management scheme for information provision

Traffic information plays an important role in drivers' route choice behaviors and it is
classified into individual system and collective system. On the other aspect, the provision of
traffic information is also fall into two parts; minimizing travel cost for driver (user
equilibrium guidance) or network as a whole (system optimality guidance). It is recently a key
issue to traffic manager on which route guidance strategJ selects and provides for driveri.
There exist.several strategies in respect of the management purposes and also exist conflicts
of interest betv/een the equipped drivers who want to improve their travel time, and the traffic
managers, whose objectives is reducing overall traffic congestion. One of the solutions to this
problem would seek a strategy, which combines the objeoives of the user and the system.
Three information strategies are, in the paper, introduced such as User optimality [Uo]
strategy', 'System optimality [So] strategy'and 'Mixed optimality [Mo] stritegy'. ]]he firsi
strategy, UO routing, is implemented by performing user equilibrium issignment with an
average travel cost on link as follows.

[UO strategy] s: (f 
")

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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In order to implement the second strategy, SO routing, system optimal assignment is

performed with a marginal link travel cost as the same above.

,:(f.). f,Y (6)
[SO strategy]

And lastly, the Mixed optimality strategy is to be considered as follows.

[Mo strategyl sI(/,) .$,# Q)

Where Y is a parameter between 0 and 1. In the case of 0, the MO routing strategy is

equivalent to the UE routing strategy, and 1 then to the SO routing strategy.

Another important parameter in traffic information system is the degree of information

guidance. Cuiaea trivelers determine their route and mode by expected travel time and almost

io perception error. Otherwise, unguided travelers get much more inaccurate travel conditions.

In itre piper we assume that guidid driver follows user-equilibrium (UE) principle and the

unguidid- fotlow stochastic user equilibrium (SUE) principle with some variance of travel

time. Thus link travel time of unguided driver can be formulated as

c:'"*" - N(T: 'gr:) 
(8)

Where Cl'-s- follows normal distribution with mean travel cost of linkc ,Ti ,and variance

gry .e is a constant and may be interpreted as the variance of perceived travel time over

link 4.

33 Solution Algorithn

The solution algorithm in the paper is based on the method of Vuren et al. (1991), originally
proposed by Miet et al. (1986) for solving the multi-class user equilibrium assignment and on

itre-menod of successive average (MSA) fof stochastic network loading with probit model

which assumes that the randorn-variable is normally distributed with mean link travel time

and the variance as shown in equation (8). MSA is based on a predetermined move size along

the descent direction. Vliet et al. proved the algorithm to be converged Wardrop equilibrium

for each class. The solution algorithm used in the paper can be summarized as follows:

[step 0] Initialization
Set Iteration numbet r=
DaY ur=

Information strategy y

Dcgree of information compliance 6

Dispersion p:uameter of link travel time for each user class i , 0,

For each user class i, perform all-or-nothing assignment based on initial link travel

time, yielding link flow /,i

[step 1] Calculate F: ->Ji: ail

linkcost tl' corresPondingto Fi
[step 2] Traffic information strategy

2.1 Calculate predicted link cost s;" (f ;) based on information strategy

Journal of the Eastern Asia Society for 'l'ransportation Studies. Vol.4, No.3. October, 2001
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2.2 Calculate link travel cost for each user class i
r;" U;) = (1 - 6 )r;" (/; ) + 0s|'(fl )

[step 3] For each user classes i
3.1 Sample a set of link error terms s 

"j 
from the normal distribution, by pseudo-

randomization process and set

Cl'^ -r;''(f;)+ e,
where, E" - NQl"(f;),0"7;"(f;))

3.2 Perform an all-or-nothing assignment for this user class using the

randomized cost C;' , yielding a set of user class link flows y|
3.3 Update the flows for this user class

f:,.' - f; +(Un\(yi- f])
3.4 Set

F^i- F: + f;" - f;
lstep 4l Convergence criterion.

Ifconvergence is attained, stop.

Otherwise, set z-n+ and go on step 1.

[step 5] if w > days , stop

otherwise, w-v*land goto step L.

4. NUMBRICALEXAMPLE

4.1A test network

The traffic information strategy for multiple user class is implemented in the section with an
example network. The network onsidered is that of Sioux Falls, consisting of 24 nodes and
76 links. The link impedance is BRP (Bureau of Public Roads) cost frrnction with the
parameters of c (0.15) and p (a).
The effect of information strategies are evaluated under following scenarios:

Three chsses of users: The first is guided driver and the others unguided driven, each of
them aims to minimize his own cost of travel. Guided drivers are provided with perfect
information. They adherc totally to the guidance systems, thus they follow UE behavior.
Unguided drivers, however, in generd fail to do so because of imperfect knowledge of the
traffic conditions, therefore they follow SUE behavior. In SUE, the effects of existing enors
of journey time prediction or of drivers do not adherc completely !o the guidance. From the
viewpoint of parameter 0 , the variance of perceived travel time, the UE condition is
identical to SLJE oondition at the value of 0 with zero. ln the paper three user classes are
assumed to have the value of 0 with 0.0,0.4 and 0.8 respectively.

Six different degrees of compliancs To assess the effect of information according to the
degree of compliance, six diffcrent levels are implemented such as 6 =OVo,ZO%o,4OVo,6O9o,
SOVo and lNVo

Five difierent information provision strategies: T is a parameter ,"p."."nting information
strategy between O and 1. In the case of 0.0, User Optimal routing is adopted. In ] =1.0

Joumal of the Eastem Asia Society for Transportation Studies. Vol.4, No.3. October. 2001
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System Optimal routing. Mixed Optimal routing strategy has the values from 0.0 to 1.0

4.2 Numerical results

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the evolution of the total travel time in considering multiple user

classes who have specific values of 0 . With the guidance the first class, clsl in Figure 2, has

a perfect knowledge of the traffic conditions and second class, cls2, follows with some

variance of travel time. Thus the third class has a high degree of uncertainty on the network.
For each user class there exist some fluctuations in early days. As days elapse, however, they

converge to a steady state. As we expect, the first user class has the lowest value of total
travel time and the others follow, not significant difference between them. From the point of
the change of total travel time, shown in Figure 3, the second user class improves his travel
time more than others. 2 or 4 percentages of travel times are reduced as a whole. This benefit
comes from the decrease in perception error of travel time.
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Figure 2. Transition of total travel time
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Figure 3. Change of totd travel time

Figure 4 and Table I depict the relation between the compliance of traffic information (0 )
and the total travel time for each routing strategy. Note that the effect of routing is expressed

as a ratio of the total travel time under the no compliance of information base case; thus
values below 1.0 conespond to a improving of system performance compared to the do-not
information following case.

As the value of 6 increases shown in Figure 4, there exist reduction of total travel times but
not big differences among information strategies which is considered as a value of gamma

(f ); f =0.0 for UO strategy and y =1.0 for SO strategy. This result implies that each

routing strategy leads to improve the system. In conjunction with the inforrnation effect, Lim,
et al. (1998) show the adverse impact of traffic information in the case of en-routing
information provision. When traffic manager provide UO strategy for drivers and they tbllow
the providing information absolutely, the change of totd travel time even increase above the

value of 1.0. Such wsrsening occurs when drivers switch their routes and then may oocurs
another traffic congestion on that altemative route. This phenomenon is a new 'Braess
Paradox' with providing information to driver. The paradox may happen when traffic
manager provides UO strategy and drivers take routes only for minimizing their travel time
with no consideration of other network users. These worsening cases iue also found in some

other researches; Mahmassani el al. (1991), Ben-Akiva et al. (1991) and Emmerink et al.
(1995). Ben-Akiva et al. mentioned this kind of adverse effect in more detail. They explained
that it might occur on the condition that drivers who receive common information may tend to
make similar route and departure time decisions, thereby increasing congestion. Fortunately,
such worsening cases did not occur in this paper as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Relation of the travel time reduction by compliancc for each strategy

Table 1. of total travel time for each and

Gamma=O.0 Gamma:O.2 Gamma=0.5 Gamma=O.8 Gamma=/.0
0

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1

1

0.978742
0.972921
0.964496
0.953447
0.951523

11
0.978298 0.97642
0.971633 0.970558
0.961651 0.960782
0.952067 0.9514
0.949395 0.949141

1

0.980238
0.972052
0.963235
0.954563
0.951771

1

o.976377
0.968887
0.960098
o.9s2oi4
0.94855

With the different level of demand, evolutions of total travel time are shown in Figure 5 in the
case of
y =0.5 and MO strategy. Generally the maglitude of information effect depends on the
degree of values of parameter 6 , the degree of compliancc. As the Figure explains, the more
drivers follow the traffic information provided by traffic c€nter, the more benefit we have.
There, however, exist difference of information effect with the increase of congestion levels.
The reason is that when traffic congestion becomes heavier, more routes will be used for
minimizing travel cost. Figure 6 illustrates the evolution of travel time for each user class due

to increasing congestion level in T =0.5 and6 =0.6. Similar to Figure 5, in all cas€s the travel
time saving becomes greater as the level of congestion increases. However, as we expect there
are also differences between user classes, although not sigrificant.
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Figure 5. Evolution of total travel time
due to congestion levels
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Figure 6. Evcilution of total travel time
for each user class
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5. CONCLUSION

The important results of this research are as follows. Firstly, the results of the paper show that

each user class has different traffic pattern and different travel time respectively. Secondly,

we found that the effect of provision of traffic information was influenced by some variables

such as the compliance with the information, variance of travel time perceptions and routing
strategies. But in all cases, traffic information provides substantial benefits for drivers, no

matter how they follow it. Finally, during the analysis of the several scenarios set in the paper,

the adverse impacts do not occur. This result implies that daily information prior to trip is
very effective to reduce the traffic congestion.
Further studies related to this research include the following issues. Firstly, the effects of
traffic information are tested in normal condition, not incident. Therefore it is necessary to

evaluate the effect under incident condition. Secondly, elastic demand should be considered
for representing departure time and route choice behavior.
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